GET CONNECTED GET PUBLISHED

LOW-COST ways to
improve your writing
If you don’t have cash for a full-degree program, check out these worthy alternatives

B

ecause I jumped into an MFA program
right after college and
have been fortunate
enough to get a few
things published,
emerging writers
often ask me if they
should pursue an
MFA. While I’m grateful for my MFA—
it allowed me time to write and taught
me a great deal about the craft of writing—I realize that an MFA program is
not the only way to become a published
writer. (Nor is it the only way to improve your writing, or even necessarily
the right choice if your main goal is to
write for periodicals. It depends.)

By Rochelle Spencer
My friend Penny Wrenn, for example, attended the same undergraduate
institution that I did and also wanted to
be a writer, but she decided to go at it
without an MFA degree. Wrenn has
gone on to publish in several wellknown publications including O, the
Oprah Magazine; Esquire; Marie Claire;
Essence; and Glamour.
Writing is challenging work—there’s
no way to get around that—but in today’s tough economy there are options
for writers, like Wrenn, who are dedicated and want to nurture their talents,
without the cost of an MFA program.
The following list may give you some
relatively inexpensive ideas that you can
apply to your own writing life.

Writing centers

If you simply want feedback on your
work, there’s no better way to get it than
to join a writers group in your region.
Some writers groups are competitive,
and may require an application or be
taught by someone who has an MFA.
The Carnegie Center for Literacy
and Learning in Lexington, Ky., offers
free or low-cost workshops for writers.
While some of instructor Lynn Pruett’s
classes are available on a first-come,
first-serve basis, a seasoned reader selects up to 10 participants for the advanced-fiction workshop. The workshop, which costs $150, meets eight
times a year.
A similar poetry workshop is taught

Boost your career with a low-residency MFA
THE LOW-RESIDENCY creative-writing MFA is an exceptional option for writers who wish to pursue a graduate degree
while tending to other life responsibilities. On-campus and lowresidency programs are similar in that they each provide students
with writing workshops and assigned readings and culminate with
the development of a thesis.
In a low-residency program, students attend a brief residency at
the start of each term, then complete coursework from a distance
throughout the year. Many programs include an online component
for critiques, general comments and peer interaction. As such, students and faculty can connect at any time of day to benefit from
group discussions.
In addition to flexible learning modules, the low-residency
MFA presents an opportunity to develop one-on-one relationships
with published writers. An award-winning author of six poetry collections, instructor Molly Peacock appreciates the “nurturing environment” of the low-residency MFA at Spalding University. “It’s a
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warm, intimate learning environment,” Peacock says. “I usually
work with my students on the phone so I can sense whether they’re
understanding my comments. Students love the back and forth of
the phone work.”
Some low-residency MFAs provide additional networking opportunities for students. The Whidbey Writers Workshop, for
example, offers seminars and courses during the brief residency.
One such course is “The Profession of Writing,” which, director
Wayne Ude says, “brings to each residency editors of large and
small magazines and presses, agents both regional and national,
publicists and writers who speak about their experiences as professionals seeking to make a living.” Such opportunities are particularly advantageous for students eager to maximize their career
potential through networking.
Ude is proud of yet another Whidbey innovation: “We also offer
our graduating students a nine-day seminar on ‘pitching’ the books
they’ve written as their creative theses, whether in fiction, nonfic-

by Leatha Kendrick, author of three
books of poetry and director of the center’s free reading series, which has featured acclaimed writers such as Seamus
Heaney and Molly Peacock. Kendrick,
who like Pruett has an MFA, says several students have gone on to publish.
The Richard Hugo House in Seattle,
the third-largest writing center in the
country, offers a range of services, director Alix Wilber says.
“In Seattle, there aren’t a lot of venues
where writers can produce their own
work,” she says. “We have a theater and
a lovely cabaret space. People in the
community can apply for that space.”
The program is so popular the house
holds 50 to 75 events a year, Wilber says.
Hugo House also has writers-in-residence—professional writers “who will
meet, free of charge, with anyone in the
community who would like feedback on
their writing,” she says.
Annual memberships are $50 for individuals, $25 for students and seniors.
Membership benefits include a discount
on class tuition.

Workshops and clubs

Caron Knauer, of Caron K. Literary
Enterprises and an associate producer
for the film Waiting to Exhale, says she
once declined to take on a client directly
from an MFA program because “he
didn’t have much life experience, and

that came out in his work.”
Emerging writers can network with
writers who do have “life experience”
through organizations such as Mediabistro.com, which offers evening writing
classes for professional writers who are
often transitioning from one field, such
as journalism, to another, like creative
writing. Online courses start at $15 and
in-person classes are $65 to $500.
Long-standing clubs can also be helpful for writers who wish to meet experienced writers. The Atlanta Writers
Club, which is celebrating its 95th anniversary this year, offers several services
in addition to its monthly meetings that
give writers feedback. The extras include a popular annual dinner with a
professional author and a query-writing
workshop and master writing workshop
taught by professional writers.
Membership has grown from 48
members to about 500, and several past
members have published articles and
books, including Carol O’Dell, author of
Mothering Mother: A Daughter’s Humorous and Heartbreaking Memoir.
The Utica Writers Club, established
in 1941, has a Web site that features a
list of members who have published in
its long history. Located in New Hartford, N.Y., dues are only $10 annually.
Kendall Williams, moderator and
founder of the New York City-based
Morningside Writers Group, says his

tion or poetry. These seminars are taught by poetry editors and literary agents and are intended to help our students move from publishing in periodicals to publishing in book form.”
Author Stefanie Freele has benefited from these Whidbey seminars. “I’ve met some agents and editors at the residencies and got
to know them on a personal level,” Freele says. “The networking
and support from the faculty, board and fellow students is extremely beneficial.”
“Low-res” programs are also becoming competitive in offering
pedagogical training. Spalding University has a teaching curriculum for its students, Whidbey Writers Workshop offers an elective
course in “Methods of Teaching Creative Writing,” and Lesley University offers a two-year post-graduate fellowship in teaching.
Of his student experience at Lesley, author Scott McCabe says,
“Low residencies, or at least Lesley, do offer or help facilitate teaching opportunities and readings ... though in most cases a student
will have to be more proactive about pursuing certain opportunities. In some eyes this may seem a drawback, but it can also be
good preparation for how to manage the creative life once outside

group requires an application, which
asks questions about “dedication and
emotional maturity.” Fees are $8 a
month. The group meets biweekly.
For those in the Dallas/Ft. Worth
area, the Southwest Writers Club
(SWWC) offers writers monthly writing
exercises that “leave us rolling with
laughter,” says Sami Swan Thompson,
club president. Thompson says many of
the club members are older, which gives
participants an opportunity to learn
from each other.
The SWWC has 15 to 20 full-time
members and up to 200 long-distance
members, who receive an electronic
newsletter with information about writing contests and places to publish. Fulltime memberships are $20 per year;
long-distance memberships, $13.

Independent editors

Kathleen Anderson, president of
Kathleen Anderson Literary Management, says that “if I were advising a
family member who wanted to write,
this is where I would tell her to put her
money.” In today’s economy, Anderson
notes, a lot of editors are out of work,
which means some are willing to offer
their services to the general public.
“You can’t underestimate the value of
a line-by-line edit, in which a professional editor puts each word under a
microscope,” she says.
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the shelter of academia.”
While there is perhaps a greater degree of self-discipline required for low-residency students, the distance-studies format is
especially beneficial for students juggling other responsibilities. The
low-residency MFA offers students the flexibility of learning at geographically distant institutions without leaving home for more than
a week or two of on-campus residency each term.
Thus, “low-res” students can boost their writing career without
moving to distant locations or asking their families to do the same.
The low-residency program offers a flexible option for careerminded students who wish to take advantage of one-on-one mentorship with published writers, pedagogical training and networking opportunities with publishing-industry professionals.
—Lori A. May is a poet, novelist and freelance writer whose work
has appeared in publications such as Aesthetica, Zygote and The
Manhattan Syndicate and in various anthologies. She is also the
author of three poetry chapbooks, and two novels, The Profiler and
Moving Target. Web: www.loriamay.com.
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